
Tape of 20 Jun 72 

14 'Nov 73 
- This is the da;, according to iligloy's testimony, that he 
had a phone conv::rsation with haldeman, then in California; 
no indication who initiated call. Hi ;by says that in this 
conversation - around noon - Haldeman (.all'its wording)"told 
him of the missing segment.' Iligby: "I think he said it had 
been caused by Liss Iloods." Higby says lialdeman might have 
first olontioned the missing segment to him in the course of 
another phone call on the evening of 15 Nov, but says he thinks 
it was "the day before." 

If Liss Woods was truthful in later testimony, it was on 
1 Oct that she told Dixon of her "terrible mistake," and 
Haldeman could have learned of this through Nixon. She did 
not testify to this until 26 ilov, and would not take 
responsibility for more than 54-rdnutes of the gap. Had not 
mentioned ichi any of this in earlier testimony and at that 
time had been very irritated when Jill Vollner asked her what 
precautions she had taken to ensure that nothing was erased 
from the tape, saying she would not have made such a mistake. 

320 5 Dec 73 [idXP] - E 4 Dec 73; SFC 9 ilov 73 ['Tr] 
- This is the date Johh Bennett says one of the two copies of 
the tape vas signed over to Buzhardt. 

uxr 16 Jan 74, Claiborne - E 13 icali 73, 4 
- This is the dae Buzliarrit says he discovered that 
13-minute segment is defective, when he and other Axon 
lawyers were playing back the [copy of?] tape to compile 
index. (Lardner, V:4P 6 Dec, spays discovery was made in the 
eveni?g 

SYC 22 llov 73 LXPIJ - Li 14 i:ov 73, 21 Zov 73, 1 
- Two hand-written notes by John 'Bennett (evidence released 
by court 30 llov) say there were 'two abc 1 i tapes of 

c2 

'abort' was not explained, although Len1111!1171!s showed 
Nixon-Dean conversations, 15 ., 72 a ne 	 "The word 

Lc) 
that while laboratory technicians were making copies of the 
two taper, the two tapes were, quote, T ested.nnumizssfully.' 
The same notc;„ indicate, quote 'did test in. His office. 
No joy.' 	i.jo date.] :euether, on [14 Hoy] Bennett wrote 
that he entered the ' Adte House vault and, quote 'de.00sited 

1
t 	Vic:;, extracted briefcase of contents except 
three aborts left in safe." Ho date for third "abort." -----_-... 

I',PFA Hews 5D Nov 73 - 1 30 i:ov 73, 1 


